Creating super-fine nano-scale patterns with high throughput is essential for high-speed computing, data storage and broader applications for nano-manufacturing. Photolithography has been the most successful process for continuing the scaling down of semiconductor devices as predicted by Moore\'s law[@b1][@b2]. However, due to the diffractive nature of light, it becomes increasingly costly and difficult for the current optical lithography to continue the reduction of node size. For example, the state-of-the-art optical immersion tool cost for dedicated double- and multiple- patterning techniques is exceeding \$50 M per tool. And the process complexity now makes the mask set cost over 5 million US dollars because of the large amount of data required to write these masks and the difficulties in implementing the necessary optical proximity correction[@b3]. Because of the ever-increasing complexity and cost of the mask-based lithography, maskless schemes are emerging as a viable approach by eliminating the need for masks to reduce cost and design cycle[@b4]. However, the low throughput of most maskless methods due to the serial and slow scanning nature remains the bottleneck. Although multi-axial electron-beam lithography has been proposed to increase throughput by using multiple beams in a parallel manner, there are difficulties in simultaneously regulating the multiple beam sizes and positions because of the thermal drift and electrical charge Coulomb interactions, which result in significant lens aberration[@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11]. Another optical maskless approach is to use assisting light beams to control the resist kinetics to achieve subdiffraction features[@b12][@b13][@b14]. It provides a low-cost alternative, however the achievable feature size is still greatly affected by the spatial regulation capability of the far field optics. A major improvement in maskless lithography is thus critical in order to satisfy the demands in mass production for the semiconductor industry. Working at optical near-field is another approach to overcome the resolution limitation of conventional photolithography techniques, but it still faces key obstacles such as energy throughput and working distance control for high volume manufacturing[@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19][@b20][@b21]. To overcome those limitations, the plasmonic nanolithography (PNL) technique has been explored for high-speed maskless nearfield nano-patterning using a plasmonic lens (PL)[@b22]. Despite the promising potential of PNL, important issues such as the trade-off between spatial confinement and inherit loss of surface plasmons (SPs), and therefore the throughput, are yet to be solved before this approach becomes practically viable. A fundamentally new optical scheme in realizing efficient optical confinement at deep sub-wavelength scale is needed.

PSP and LSP have been used in high resolution optical imaging, light delivery and lithography beyond the diffraction limit[@b18][@b21][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34][@b35][@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39][@b40][@b41]. Typical PSP is suitable for optical wave guiding applications, however, its poor spatial confinement makes it difficult to further scale-down the resolution[@b42][@b43][@b44][@b45][@b46]. On the other hand, LSP can achieve deep sub-wavelength optical confinement, but it does not provide enough energy throughput due to its resonating nature that causes strong losses. Through adiabatic transformation, it has been proposed to convert the PSP modes efficiently for imaging, sensing, energy conversion and storage[@b43][@b47][@b48][@b49][@b50]. Here we report a new nano- focusing scheme based on a multi-stage plasmonic lens (MPL) design on an air bearing surface (ABS) utilizing both PSP and LSP. Through this progressive focusing scheme, as illustrated in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, that combines PSP focusing, LSP conversion and nano-scale thermal management on the photoresist, we are able to efficiently squeeze light into the deep sub-wavelength scale and achieve nanolithography with 22 nm resolution using a 355 nm pulsed laser source. In comparison with the state-of-art immersion photolithography, our plasmonic lithography system costs orders of magnitude less than the current lithography tool.

Results
=======

The key MPL design to achieve the high resolution with the required throughput consists of a dumbbell-shaped aperture, a set of ring couplers (two inner rings) and a ring reflector (the outer ring), fabricated on a metallic thin film. As schematically illustrated in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, the PSPs are excited and propagate towards the center of MPL by using a circular shape grating, where they are further efficiently converted into deep subwavelength LSPs through the dumbbell-shaped aperture, thereby achieving an optical confinement of less than 50 nanometers. In comparison to the extremely low optical transmission through the deep-subwavelength holes, a MPL can provide 5∼10 orders of magnitude higher optical transmission in the same area which ensures that the focused light spot has enough energy for writing patterns at an extremely fast scanning speed[@b51][@b52].

Through electromagnetic simulation we compared two plasmonic structure designs working at the excitation wavelength of 355 nm with their corresponding light intensity normalized by the incident light intensity (CST Microwave Studio). In [Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, case I shows an example of PSP-based PL with a 40 nm diameter circular aperture at its center[@b17][@b27]. By guiding the PSP energy towards the center it is capable of producing orders of magnitude higher transmission through the same size hole. However, it can be seen that the net transmission through a PSP-based PL decreases rapidly when the center hole size further reduces into the deep sub-wavelength region. Case II shows our new MPL design where the center hole is replaced by a dumbbell-shaped aperture in order to convert PSP into LSP to enhance the confinement and intensity at the focal point[@b53][@b54][@b55][@b56]. The performance of the MPL is further improved by adding a third ring placed at a half-wave length position of the circular grating so that it acts as a reflector for the outward propagating PSP waves due to deconstructive interference. The central focal spot by the MPL has a peak intensity of 13.1 times the incidence light with a 45 nm FWHM spot size. The ring gratings are etched all the way through the metal film thereby causing the side lobes with a maximum intensity of 2.0 times of incidence, corresponding to a contrast ratio of 6.5 to the focal spot intensity, which is well under the exposure threshold for our current maskless lithography purpose. The contrast ratio can be further enhanced to 70 or more by replacing the grating slits with shallow blind grooves similar as those used in case I (shown in [supporting online material (SOM)](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). High throughput writing requires using a large number of lens array at high speed, which calls for efficient PSP energy utilization for each lens. We designed the MPL with a diameter of about 1 µm with a Cr metal layer because its superb mechanical properties can prevent lens damage when the lens flies within a few nanometers above the substrate at high speeds of several meters per second. Replacing Cr with other metals, such as aluminum with a better mechanical lens protection can further improve the peak intensity by a few times (see in SOM).

Instead of continuous-wave laser we use a pulsed laser with a thermal resist to achieve the high resolution and patterning throughput by lowering the required operating laser power level and controlling the heat diffusion at the nano-scale. [Figure 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the simulated temperature profiles in the thermal resist layer under heating from the optical field of focused plasmons from MPL under two different laser pulses. With 10 ps-pulses, we can further improve the feature size down to 22 nm (about half of the optical spot of 45 nm focused by the MPL) and reduce the required laser average power from 105 mW to merely 9 mW by utilizing the nonlinear and time dependent response of thermal resist[@b57][@b58]. The high-speed plasmonic writing involves the competition of optical absorption at the nano-scale, heat accumulation and thermal diffusion. The energy deposited into the nano-scale resist volume can rapidly diffuse into the neighboring region within a nanosecond, which enlarges the exposed features, increases the required laser power, and causes pattern distortion. Therefore, the pulsed laser has great advantages over the continuous-wave laser for ensuring the good thermal confinement in the resist layer. Application of the pulsed laser also allows the employment of a PL array for parallel patterning.

Using advanced ABS techniques, we can fly a scanning device of a few millimeters that carries arrays of MPLs (up to 16,000) at sub-10 nm above a resist surface with a speed of 4∼14 m/s ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). We experimentally demonstrated high throughput direct writing at 22-nm half pitch and the parallel patterning. The ABS technique used for the scanning gap control is a self-positioning method which can maintain a consistent nano-scale gap during high speed scanning. The air flow created by the relative motion between the rotating substrate and the ABS generates an aerodynamic lift force, which is balanced by the force supplied by a spring suspension. Due to the high air bearing stiffness and small actuation mass, the flying head can follow the substrate profile and maintain a consistent flying height of 5--20 nm with sub 1-nm variation. The ABS was designed using an in-house developed air bearing simulators[@b59] and fabricated at the bottom of the transparent flying head made of sapphire using micro-fabrication. With careful ABS design, it is possible to achieve a consistent working gap at a wide range of substrate rotation speeds and radial positions, and therefore eliminate the need for a high bandwidth feedback control loop, one of the major technical barriers for high speed patterning using AFM-type scanning probes. In our work, the working gap is 10 nm over the velocity range from 4 to 14 m/s with a sub-1 nm variation. The pitch and roll angles of the flying head are kept consistent at 40 µrad and sub-1 µrad, respectively. The array of MPL (SEM image shown in [Fig. 2a, b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) was later fabricated by focused ion beam milling on a 60-nm thick chromium (Cr) thin film coated on the ABS. [Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the field intensity distribution at the plane 10 nm distance away from the lens and has been normalized to the incident light intensity. As schematically shown in [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, each of the MPLs can be controlled using independent laser beam in order to enable high-throughput parallel writing.

[Figures 3a, b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} show the AFM image of closely patterned dots with 22 nm half pitch resolution by PNL with the cross-sectional scan ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The results are in agreement with the experimental conditions (substrate velocity at 7 m/s and the laser pulse repetition rate at 160 MHz), and each dot is generated by a single laser pulse. Similar to other maskless approaches, writing at a higher laser power or higher pattern spatial frequency allows the dots to merge into continuous lines with different widths. The result is shown in [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} where two MPLs in the lens array independently write on the thermal resist in parallel. To obtain 50-nm wide solid lines, the MPL1 was excited with a laser power twice that used for [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, and the MPL2 simultaneously used a ramping laser power varying from 2 to 4 times. It is shown that the exposure feature size can be controlled by regulating the laser power during the pattern writing. It should also be noted that the pattern definition can be greatly improved by the optimization of the resist exposure threshold and post-development conditions.

Discussion
==========

In summary, we have demonstrated a high speed plasmonic nanolithography with 22 nm half-pitch resolution. This is achieved by employing multi-stage plasmon focusing through relatively low-loss propagating surface plasmons focusing and later conversion to localized plasmons. This allows the highly efficient transmission and focusing of near-field spot which is the key to improving the throughput, for a given laser power, by increasing the scanning speed and/or by employing a great number of MPLs and flying heads for parallel patterning. In principle, this scheme allows a single flying head to carry up to 16,000 MPLs, which can pattern a 12-inch wafer in minutes. This is comparable to conventional production-level photolithography but at a much higher resolution of 22 nm half-pitch size. This new scheme enables a low cost, high-throughput maskless nano-scale fabrication with a few orders of magnitude higher throughput than conventional maskless approaches. It may allow continuously scaling to smaller node size beyond 22 nm by utilizing shorter SPs wavelength and guiding mechanisms, and it opens up a promising route towards the next generation lithography for semiconductor manufacturing[@b47]. In addition, it also holds a great potential in the next generation magnetic data storage, known as heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) and Bit-Patterned Media (BPM), to achieve two orders higher capacities in the future[@b60].

Methods
=======

In the nanolithography experiments (detailed system layout is shown in SOM), a spindle was used to rotate the substrate with the resist at 2,500 rpm corresponding to a linear speed of 4∼14 m/s at different radii, and a picosecond pulsed UV laser (Vanguard, Spectra-Physics, 355 nm wavelength) was used as the exposure light. Through a single UV objective, a few individually modulated laser pulse trains were first focused down to separated spots with diameter of several micrometers to illuminate the area of the designated MPL structure on the ABS surface (at the bottom of the flying head). Then, each of the MPLs further focuses the pre-focused light spot to a nano-scale spot for patterning the resist layer. The information of the relative position between the flying head and substrate is provided by the spindle encoder (angular) and a linear nano-stage (radial), which feeds to a home-made pattern generator to pick the laser pulse for exposure through an optical modulator. During the test, an interferometry setup and an acoustic emission sensing module were installed to monitor the real-time motion of the flying head during the lithography process. The resist used in our test is (TeO~2~)~x~Te~y~Pd~z~ \[x≈80% wt., y≈10% wt., z≈10% wt.\], an inorganic thermal type developed on the basis of the Te-TeO~x~ resist. Pd is added to the Te-TeO~x~ in order to enhance the exposure uniformities and resist resolution by forming finer crystalline grains during phase transition, and its thermal stability is also beneficially improved. This inorganic resist is employed also because of its good mechanical properties for tribological concerns, and good sensitivity for high-resolution. After the PNL experiment, the exposed patterns were developed in diluted KOH solution and then examined by an atomic force microscope (AFM).
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![Progressive multi-stage focusing scheme efficiently squeezes light to the deep sub-wavelength scale.\
(a) The accessible wavenumber range (red line) for conventional optics is limited to k~0~ by diffraction. The dispersive nature of the propagating surface plasmon (PSP) allows accessing a broader range of wavenumbers (black solid line), however a very short excitation wavelength (160 nm) is still required to resolve 22 nm features with high intrinsic loss. Our multi-stage approach allows accessing the same features at 1/16 of the excitation wavelength through a progressive multi-stage focusing scheme. (b) Designs of plasmonic lens (PL) structures and simulation results. Two cases of PL designs are shown here for comparison, including: case I (left), a PL consisting of two ring grooves and a centered 40-nm diameter circular aperture working with PSP; case II (right), a multi-stage plasmonic lens (MPL) consisting of two ring grating slits with the dumbbell-shaped aperture and an additional outer ring reflector (RR) slit working with both PSP and localized surface plasmon (LSP). Both of them are made of a 60-nm Cr thin film and optimized for illumination at 355 nm wavelength with linear polarization along the x-axis. Both scale bars are 500 nm. (c) The simulated light intensity profiles at the plane 10 nm away from the lens along the x-axis which are normalized to the incident light. At the deep sub-wavelength region, the PSP itself is incapable of sustaining high transmission through the circular aperture, but the LSP greatly helps to improve the center transmission by several orders. (d) Temperature profiles in the thermal type resist layer under MPL heating. Two different time durations of laser pulse of 10 ps (red) and 10 ns (blue), respectively, have been used in the numerical study. By properly controlling the laser power level and pulse duration, we can further improve the feature size down to 22 nm. The ps-pulsed laser has great advantages over the modulated continuous-wave laser in terms of pattern size and contrast.](srep00175-f1){#f1}

![MPL array and plasmonic flying head enable high-throughput maskless plasmonic nanolithography (PNL) by focusing the ultraviolet laser energy into nano-scale spots onto the high speed spinning substrate.\
(a) The SEM picture of a multistage plasmonic lens (MPL) consisting of a dumbbell-shaped aperture, a set of ring couplers (two inner rings) and a ring reflector (the outer ring), fabricated on a metallic thin film in 60 nm thick Cr film. The parameters of the centre aperture are shown in the insert, where W = 240 nm, H = 98 nm, R = 35 nm, r = 40 nm, and d = 26 nm. The radii of the three rings are 240 nm 480 nm, and 600 nm, respectively. And the width of the rings is 50 nm. (b) A SEM image of hexagonally packed MPL array. (c) The field intensity distribution at the plane 10 nm distance away from the MPL surface normalized to the incident intensity of 355 nm wavelength light. The half-circular shaped side lopes in the intensity profile are the direct transmissions through the three rings and their intensities are far below the exposure threshold of the resist. (d) A plasmonic flying head uses advanced airbearing surface (ABS) technology to maintain the gap between the lenses and the substrate at 10 nm at a linear scanning speed of 10 m/s.](srep00175-f2){#f2}

![AFM image of closely packed dots at 22-nm half pitch on the thermal resist.\
(a) the AFM image of four trains of dot lines, (b) the 3D topography of the boxed dot line in Figure a, and (c) the cross-sectional profile of the dot line in Figure b.](srep00175-f3){#f3}

![AFM image of a PNL parallel writing result on the thermal resist.\
Two of MPLs in an array were used to simultaneously write independent patterns, capital letters "PI" and "LI", respectively. MPL1 used a fixed laser power at 2 times that used in generating the result in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, and MPL2 used an increasing power varying from 2 to 4 times. As the laser power level further increases, the side lobe patterns from the MPL start to show on the resist layer.](srep00175-f4){#f4}
